Weber Shandwick’s Third Annual ‘State of Seattle’ Survey polled 500 local residents to find out their perceptions of the city, including the economy, civility, culture and the media. Here’s a snapshot of what we found:

**ECONOMY**

**Job Security**
Among those employed, job security is high with 83 percent feeling at least somewhat secure about their current job situation.

**US Economy**

Seattle residents believe the state of the U.S. economy is weak.
Those that feel the economy will be a stronger a year from now: 53%

**CIVILITY**

**In Civility**
Nationwide, people believe the general tone and level of civility is a major problem, while Seattle residents feel it’s less of an issue locally.

**On the Road**
Nearly two-thirds of Seattleites report having experienced incivility on the road.

**Men vs. Women**

Seven in 10 residents say men are more uncivil than women.

**Culture**

**What Would They Change?**

WHAT’S MORE IMPORTANT?

**Media**

**Election Coverage**

**News Sources**
Where do Seattleites get their news?